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CHIRS MASON 
“ON AND OFF THE WALL” 
June 27 through September 6, 2009  
Opening reception Saturday, June 27, 2009 6-9 PM 
 
 
Chris Mason was born and raised in NY.  He attended Parson School of Design.  During school he was drawn 

in two very different directions with his art, the small scale focused art of tattooing and the large-scale 

multi layered process of painting murals.  The wire figures began as a return to his academic roots of 

traditional drawing. Mason’s interest in action explains the athleticism of his figures.   Each piece begins 

basically as a gesture drawing; he then forms a skeleton out of wire and continues wrapping the wire 

defining muscle and tension. Reaching and striving or repelling down, the active gesture highlights the 

muscle structure and the extended form, and suggests that the figures have a life of their own. 

 

Chris likes the wire as a medium because it is an industrial material in which the basic qualities remain the 

same when sculpted; the same metal, the same thickness,. When sculpted, cast iron is no longer iron ore, 

a carved tree is still wood but no longer a tree, and a marble statue is not a rock but every part of a wire 

sculpture is still wire. 
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MARTIROS ADALIAN 
“AWAKENINGS” 
June 27 through September 6, 2009  
Opening reception Saturday, June 27, 2009 6-9 PM 
 
 
Martiros Adalian was born in Yerevan Armenia in 1972.  Adalian graduated from Terlemezian Art 

College of Yerevan.  He moved to the U.S. in 1990.  His acrylic paintings on canvas have been 

exhibited in numerous solo and group exhibitions throughout the U.S., Europe, and Russia.  His 

interest is in the human body in all its manifestations.  His concern is not only with the myriad 

forms and movements of the human figure but its relationship with its surroundings and its 

response to events and phenomena in nature.  “My figures are constantly in a state of flow or 

motion, because the human body is never static and is ceaselessly changing and evolving.” 

 


